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K-7 Diya Projects for Diwali

On October 20, 2019 the Bal Vihar community came together 
to make preparations for the Diwali celebration. Diwali is typically 
celebrated with many festivities including diyas, dancing, fireworks and 
much more. Groups K-7 made diya projects;  where each individual child 
decorated their own diya. Some members of  the youth group were 
assisting with those classes, as well as art teachers and other adult 
volunteers. The children made their diya projects, got a class photo, and 
then went to their classrooms for a regular lesson.  
  
 I spoke with an adult volunteer named Vidya. She said that the 
kids have a chance to ,” learn more about their culture” when they 
participate in the diya project. The children work with many materials, but 
mainly use,”magic clay, liquid glue, q-tips, and pom-pom decorations.” I 
also spoke with another adult volunteer named Nandini, who said the 
purpose of the project is,” It’s to signify that Diwali is approaching; it’s the 
festival of lights, where there is good food and the annual Diwali 
celebration at the temple.” 

Hello everyone! 

I think you’re all wondering: why begin a 
newsletter now? Why do we need it? 
Starting a community newsletter is more 
than just writing a couple of sentences on 
a page with some pictures. It’s about 
connecting with your community, and 
reporting facts. If we report the facts, then 
we are spreading the truth. With this 
newsletter, we aim to better connect with 
the community and make sure that 
everyone is aware of what’s going on 
with the larger events at Bal Vihar. That 
way, no one needs to be confused or feel 
left out of the Bal Vihar community. 

Journalism is important because it 
informs the public, encourages empathy, 
and helps the local and global 
community stay connected. Without 
journalism, the average citizen would be 
completely lost and uninformed. 
Additionally, when citizens are not 
informed, it becomes difficult to maintain 
democracy because citizens are unaware 
of how to participate in their community. 
Thus, journalism allows people to see 
different perspectives which results in 
more compassion. When people get 
stuck in the notion that their life is all that 
matters, society begins to lose a sense of 
humanity. Through journalism, people 
are able to hear stories different from 
their own. This can lead to inspiration and 
change, which is something todays’ 
world could use a little more of.  

Our future goals for this newsletter is to 
expand the newsletter by gaining article 
contributors, and a larger staff.

Anjali Bhagat  Geetika Sharda 

Anjali Bhagat and Geetika Sharda 

Editors-in-Chief

1. 2.

1. Using model magic clay, gems, and pom-poms,  
3-5 graders create a unique design on their diyas. 2. 
Third grader, Anvitha Ananthu poses with her diya 
creation; she made a clay Ganesha to fit inside her 
diya. She thought the project was fun and her 
“favorite part was making the Ganesha.”
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Newsletter Naming Contest 

We, as a staff, have not yet selected a 
name for the Bal Vihar Newsletter, 
which is why our first issue is named   
Bal Vihar Newsletter. However, we want 
a catchy name for the newsletter.  

So, we are requesting you to come up 
with an awesome and fun name for our 
newsletter! 

    **Surprise award for the winner!** 

Names must be submitted by:               
22 December 2019 to 
anjali.bhagat@aol.com 

Calendar

Annual Diwali Celebration

 To celebrate the Diwali holiday, the Bal Vihar Community 
performed a firework celebration at the Mahatma Gandhi Center, near the 
Hindu Temple of St. Louis, on November 3, 2019. This celebration has proved 
to be one of the largest and well attended Bal Vihar events every year. This 
year, around 700 people went to the Diwali Celebration. 

       The Diwali celebration at Bal Vihar consisted of three activities. During the  
Bal Vihar class on Oct. 20, children made diyas parents and kids donated 
money for the diya, which The money that was made from the diya project 
was donated to Netralaya, a non-profit missionary institution located in India 
for the visually impaired (https://www.sankaranethralaya.org/). On the day of 
the Diwali Celebration, the kids brought their diyas which they had made in 
class, and took part in the Lakshmi puja at the temple; the puja went on for 
about 45 minutes. The kids  joined their parents, picked up their dinners in a 
to-go box style.  After dinner they moved outside to light fireworks. 
According to Ravi Bhoothanath, a member of Bal Vihar’s event coordination 
team, the celebration was “a wonderful event to watch, with families lighting 
fireworks together, kids feeling excited and the entire Bal Vihar community 
coming together to celebrate this occasion.” 

Editors-in-Chief …                                    
Anjali Bhagat               
anjali.bhagat@aol.com                       
Geetika Sharda 
geetikasharda17@gmail.com 

Layout Editor …                                
Anoushka Pallekala 
apallekala@gmail.com 

Staff Writers …                                          
Anjali, Geetika, Anoushka 

1. During the Lakshmi puja, the first graders sprinkled yellow rice at the feet of Lakshmi Devi. 2. The 
Kalisetti family went to the Diwali celebration and lit fireworks to celebrate.  The family said that the 
event was a fun  experience, where they got to enjoy Diwali with other Indian families. 

2.

Staff of Bal Vihar Newsletter 

By: Anoushka Pallekala

3 - Yoga / Bhajan Showcase 
9 - Variety Show: 2 PM

21 - Holi Festival: 12 - 4 pm

May:
12 - Y3 Graduation / Group 7 Bridging
April:

January:
26 - Republic Day “Festival of India” 10 am at 
MGC

December:
7 - Gita Recital  (Y)   5 - 7:30 pm HTCC              
8 - Poverty Simulation (Y) 9:30 am to 12:30 
pm MGC                                                                       
22 - Deadline for naming contest 

March:

Deadline for Submitting    
Material for Next Issue 

16 February 2020

EDITORIAL POLICY 

BV Newsletter is published by the BV youth 
students. The editors regard the BV newsletter as 
a constructive communication link among the BV 
community. In reaching that general objective, 
staff members adhere to high ethical standards.

1. BV Newsletter will not publish articles attacking 
personalities, but may publish well-researched 
balanced articles which examine policies, 
situations, or events.

2. BV Newsletter will publish letters to the editors, 
provided they are not libelous or in bad taste. 
Letters must meet the length requirement or be 
subjected to editing.

3. Since BV Newsletter is primarily for Bal Vihar-St. 
Louis, it will support BV in preference to outside 
organizations.
4. Stories that involve subjects considered to be 
controversial by some readers will be published 
only after thorough investigations and 
subsequent editorial consultations.

5. The editors of BV Newsletter encourage 
readers to write letters to the editors and notify 
the editors when errors occur in the newsletter.

1.

Letters may be published anonymously so long as 
the editors know who wrote them.
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